
Orbital Veri�ation of the CXO High Resolution MirrorAssembly Alignment and VignettingT. J. Gaetza, D. Jeriusa, R. J. Edgara, L. Van Speybroeka,D. A. Shwartza, M. L. Markevitha,andS. C. Taylorb, N. S. ShulzbaHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, Cambridge, MA 02138 USAbMIT Center for Spae Researh, Cambridge, MA 02139 USAABSTRACTPrior to launh, the High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA) of the Chandra X-ray Observatory underwentextensive ground testing at the X-ray Calibration Faility (XRCF) at the Marshall Spae Flight Center in Huntsville,Alabama. The resulting data were used to validate a high �delity raytrae model for the HRMA performane. Furtherobservations made during the post-launh Orbital Ativation and Calibration period allow the on-orbit ondition ofthe X-ray optis to be assessed.Based on these ground-based and on-orbit data, we examine the alignment of the X-ray optis based on the o�-axispoint spread funtion. We disuss how single-reetion ghost data obtained at XRCF an be used to better onstrainthe HRMA optial axis data. We examine the vignetting and the single-reetion ghost suppression properties ofthe telesope. Slight imperfetions in alignment lead to a small azimuthal dependene of the o�-axis e�etive area;the morphology of o�-axis images also shows an additional small azimuthal dependene varying as 1/2 the positionangle.Keywords: X-ray optis, alignment, vignetting, Chandra, CXO1. INTRODUCTIONThe imaging performane of the Chandra X-Ray Observatory (CXO) depends ritially upon the alignment of themirrors in its High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA). The HRMA onsists of four nested Wolter Type-I mirrorpairs; eah mirror pair onsists of a paraboloid (P) mirror and a mathing hyperboloid (H) mirror; for historialreasons the mirror pairs (or shells) are numbered (largest to smallest) 1, 3, 4, and 6.HRMA alignment measurements were performed during HRMA onstrution at Eastman Kodak Company(EKC), Rohester, New York. Ground alibration of the ompleted HRMA was performed at the X-ray CalibrationFaility (XRCF) at the Marshall Spae Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama; see Ref. 1 for an overview. Finally,alibration measurements were obtained during the Chandra Orbital Ativation and Calibration during the �rst twomonths of operation.Ground alibration at the XRCF allowed assessment of the individual mirror pairs using monohromati X-raysoures, but ground testing artifats suh as �nite soure distane and gravity-indued distortions had to be bakedout using a model. On-orbit alibration did not have the latter problems, but provides information primarily onthe HRMA as a whole, with limited aess to individual mirror properties. In addition, limited knowledge of theabsolute spatial and spetral properties of osmi soures limits the types of alibration experiments whih an beSend orrespondene to TJG; E-mail: gaetz�head-fa.harvard.eduCopyright 2000 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in X-ray Optis, Instruments, and Missions III, Joahim E. Tr�umper and Bernd Ashenbah, Editors,Proeedings of SPIE Vol. 4012, p. 41, and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission of SPIE. One print oreletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distribution to multiple loationsvia eletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerial purposes, or modi�ationof the ontent of the paper are prohibited. 1



performed. Beause of the limited ground alibration time available and limitations of on-orbit alibration, the goalof the HRMA alibration is the validation of a high �delity raytrae model of the HRMA performane; the raytraemodel an then be used to interpolate (or extrapolate) the performane based on the available alibration data.The raytrae model is based on the raytrae suite SAOsa. Beginning with the original mirror presription(adjusted for end-uts), we add low-frequeny �gure errors based on mirror metrology, axial spaings based onmeasurements performed during HRMA buildup, ba�e dimensions and loations based on measurements or design,and misalignments of the optis (see x2). Sattering due to mirror miroroughness is inluded statistially using asurfae sattering model based on the mirror metrology. The mirror reetivities are modeled using a multilayerreetion model inluding \roughness" with inputs derived from detailed optial onstants for Iridium based onsynhrotron measurements.2For the on-orbit simulations presented here, we used the orbit XRCF+tilts 01.nf on�guration of the raytraemodel; it inludes the 19990219 version of the optial onstants, the HDOS 980623 version of the mirosatter tables,and the EKCHDOS06 version of the HRMA alignment model (modi�ed by an additional shell 6 tile; see x2). A 0:0025FWHM Gaussian blur was applied to simulate the aspet blur. We projeted to the detetor planes and applied thedetetor response using version 2.22 of MARX.3Revised versions of optial onstants and mirosattering are urrently undergoing testing; beause we sale theo�-axis e�etive area to the on-axis values, there should be little e�et on the results presented here. An updatedHRMA alignment model is in progress; preliminary indiations are that the magnitude of the oma-ompensateddeenters remain about the same (see x2), but the diretions may be revised towards the Z-axis. This would slightlyhange the diretion of the o�-axis vignetting asymmetries in x6.2. HRMA ALIGNMENT | SUMMARYDuring HRMA buildup at Eastman Kodak Company (EKC), the alignment state of the HRMA optis was assessedand monitored using the EKC HRMA Alignment Test System (HATS). In this on�guration the HRMA optiswere supported vertially in an assembly and testing tower (H optis upper, P optis lower) suspended above anAutoollimating Flat (ACF). The alignment test was basially a double-pass Hartmann test of the X-ray optis;the variation in the return beam entroid loation with azimuth around the opti was used to assess the on-axisoma and parfoalization of the system. For a given mirror pair, the HATS measured the double-pass entroids fora set of 24 apertures equally spaed in azimuth around the opti. The entroids of the returned beam were Fouriertransformed and the low-order terms interpreted in terms of rigid-body misalignments (oma, lateral parfoalization,and axial parfoalization); in addition, 2nd and 3rd order assembly strains (assessed from the 3rd and 4th orderFourier oeÆients) were inorporated into the raytrae model.X-ray testing of HMRA was onduted at the X-ray Calibration Faility (XRCF) at the Marshall Spae FlightCenter in Huntsville, Alabama. The X-ray soure was at a distane of approximately 527.3 m from the HRMA CAP.In the alignment tests, the on-axis oma and axial parfoalization were measured using a system of quadrant shutterswhih allowed any ombination of individual quadrants of individual mirror pairs to be isolated. The entroid of thefoused beam was determined by using a ow proportional ounter and moveable pinholes to map out the fousedX-ray beam.Beause of the presene of a number of axially symmetri biases in the optial measurements (inluding defor-mations under load, urvature of the ACF, sampling of the \dimples" indued by the mirror supports under 1g,and refration by radial air temperature gradients within the HRMA), the optially determined axial parfoalizationvalues are onsidered to be less aurate than those obtained from the X-ray ground alibration.During the ground X-ray alibration, other measurements indiated the presene of an internal misalignmentwithin the HRMA: the H mirrors are o�set from the P mirrors by � 450�m, but with ompensating tilts so thatthe mirror deenters do not result in additional oma at the foal plane (�.e. a oma-ompensated deenter). Thee�ets were originally seen during the attempts to determine the X-ray optial axis (see x3). The misalignmentwas fully diagnosed and haraterized (Ref. 4) using o�-axis images taken with the High-Speed Imager (HSI, amirohannel-plate detetor).Finally, a deep exposure taken � 9:7 mm out of fous indiated a slight o�set in the image from P6H6 relativeto the other mirror pairs. We have tentatively identi�ed this as a mirror tilt omponent, but it is ould also be the2



result of a mirror deformation or a small HRMA tilt. We use the EKCHDOS06 mirror alignment parameters, but withan added 0:001 internal tilt for mirror pair 6.The resulting mirror alignment parameters in the AXAF oordinate system are listed in Table 1. Combined withone-angle orretions, these result in the parfoalization and on-axis oma values listed in Table 2.Table 1. Mirror Body Center Coordinates (AXAF oordinate system)Mirror X Y Z �Y �Z(mm) (mm) (mm) (00) (00)P1 426.5761 0.12390 �0.2151 0.000000 0.000000P3 436.7098 0.08675 �0.2437 0.000000 0.000000P4 440.3572 0.08634 �0.2168 0.000000 0.000000P6 445.0821 0.08625 �0.2245 0.000000 0.050000H1 �481.0146 �0.11540 0.2060 �4.445448 �2.419413H3 �480.9282 �0.08365 0.2345 �4.994325 �1.854230H4 �480.8279 �0.08386 0.2065 �4.435027 �1.846808H6 �479.2152 �0.10960 0.2067 �4.489191 �2.422057Table 2. Misalignments (at foal plane) (AXAF oordinate system)Mirror �X �Y �Z Coma Y Coma Z(�m) (�m) (�m) (00) (00)MP1 �42 �3.00 �0.86 �0.0902 0.0293MP3 0 2.65 2.05 0.0672 �0.0207MP4 277 2.08 0.28 0.0619 �0.0042MP6 �174 0.84 �2.22 0.4186 �0.0329We use \AXAF oordinates"; in this system, the X{axis is the optial axis with X inreasing from the detetortowards the X-ray mirrors. The Z{axis is the anti-sunward diretion, and the Y {axis is in the grating dispersiondiretion, ompleting a right-handed oordinate system. (Note that the \XRCF" system used by Ref. 4 is rotated180Æ about the X{axis relative to the \AXAF" system used here.) The oordinate origin is taken to be oinidentwith the intersetion of the nominal optial axis with the plane de�ned by the P side of the HRMA Central AperturePlate (CAP datum {A{), 18.15 mm forward of the nominal HRMA node. (The CAP is the major strutural supportplate between the P and H optis.) �Y and �Z are positive rotations about axes parallel to the +Y and +Z axes,respetively. 3. OPTICAL AXISFor an ideal system, the axisymmetry of the HRMA would imply that the optial axis oinides with the symmetryaxis. Beause of mirror deformations and internal misalignments, the hoie of axis is no longer unique. For a pointsoure at in�nity, the optial axis ould be de�ned in a number of ways, inluding: the angle at whih the e�etivearea peaks, the angle at whih the size of the Point Spread Funtion (PSF) is minimized aording to some metri,or the angle at whih the PSF elliptiity is minimum.O�-axis angles are spei�ed by spherial polar angles �, measured from the +X axis, and �, measured in theY {Z plane (ounter-lokwise from +Y , so that �Z is at � = 90Æ).During ground alibration, an attempt was made to loate the X-ray optial axis by loating the peak of thee�etive area funtion as the HRMA was pithed and yawed. Measurements were taken for individual quadrants ofthe mirrors, with the aim of determining the mirror orientation for whih the uxes measured through diametriallyopposed quadrants were the same. An internal misalignment of the HRMA optis resulted in an o�set of � 10 of thataxis relative to the nominal mehanial axis as assessed optially by autoollimating o� a referene at (on the XRCF3



Alignment Referene Mirror, or X-ARM) mounted within the HRMA. For most of the ground X-ray alibration, thezero referene for pith and yaw was based on the optial measurements taken from the X-ARM.During the analysis of the ground X-ray alibration data, it was found that the line pro�le (the point spreadfuntion [PSF℄ integrated over the Z diretion) was broader than the raytrae model indiated. Better agreementwould be obtained if the HRMA axis at zero pith and yaw were atually at yaw � �0:750, intermediate between theX-ray determined value (yaw � �10) and the optially determined value for the optial axis loation at zero pithand yaw. Subsequently, detailed measurements of single-reetion ghosts relative to the diret images also suggestedthe presene of a bias in the zero point for pith and yaw. The ghost images allow the magnitude of the o�-axisangle to be aurately determined (<� 0:005), but the position angle is more diÆult to assess; preliminary indiationsare that a yaw bias error of � 0:03� 0:06 is likely.The on-orbit optial axis determination was based on searhing for a minimum in the PSF 50% and 90% enirledenergy radii; beause the foal surfae urves towards the mirrors, the detetor was plaed slightly behind the on-axisfous (away from the HRMA). The star HR 1099 was imaged for a set 500 to 1000 seond exposures using a ornerof the HRC-I detetor. The pointings were at � = 0 � 40, with steps of 10, and at 8 position angles (�) 45Æ apart.The 50% and 90% enirled energy radius was evaluated for eah point (in sky oordinates), and the entroid of the(dithered) image was determined in \hip oordinates". The PSF width as a funtion of the two hip oordinateswas �t by a symmetri quadrati funtion, yielding an estimate for the optial axis loation; the optial axis was� 2000 from the prelaunh estimate, indiating there were no major shifts in the optial on�guration as a result oflaunh. A more detailed analysis has been performed making use of the aspet system to take into aount for anythermal or other e�ets whih ould shift the detetors relative to the HRMA (see Ref. 5).4. SINGLE-REFLECTION GHOSTSSingle reetion ghost images our when the photons reah the foal plane after missing either the paraboloid orthe hyperboloid omponent of a given mirror pair. Photons whih reet o� only a paraboloid omponent wouldfous at approximately twie the system foal length (if not interepted by the H opti or a ba�e), while photonswhih reet o� only a hyperboloid omponent fous (poorly) at about half the foal length (unless interepted bya ba�e). If only the P or H were present, then at the system (P + H) foal plane, the photons would form di�userings with radii about half of the opti radius. As soures move o�-axis, these rings deform, forming a ardioid-likeusps when the o�-axis angle is about the nominal graze angle for the opti, then forming portions of lima�on-likeloops as the soure moves further o�-axis.The HRMA was designed to suppress these single-reetion ghost images within a radius of 14:06 of the optialaxis. In the ases of the outermost three mirror pairs (shells 1, 3, and 4), this was aomplished by adding tantalumba�es to the forwardmost ba�e plate in the thermal preollimator, and to ba�es plaed at the aft fae of the CAP(between the paraboloid and hyperboloid optis). For the smallest mirror pair, shell 6, ba�es at these loationswould not be suÆient to keep the entral �eld lear of single-reetion ghosts, and in addition, a P6 interior ba�ewas added to the design.The ghosts predited by the raytrae model were ompared against those seen during the ground testing at theXRCF. In Fig. 1 we show an o�-axis image inluding P6 and H6 single-reetion ghosts; the o�-axis angle (� 300)exeeds the nominal graze angle for the P6H6 optis, so the ghosts form loops passing through the diret image.As noted in x3, in some ases the single-reetion ghosts an be used to assess the absolute o�-axis angle. Thedimensions of the ghost loops (e.g., the azimuthal width of the H6 ghost loop) and the relation of the ghosts to thediret image depend on the o�-axis angle of the soure diretion relative to the optial axis. For the ase shownin Fig. 1 (upper left), the best estimate of the o�-axis angle based on the logs and the axial determination basedon the ARM-X, was pith = �21:0240, yaw = 21:0214 , or � = 30:00195, � = �45:Æ0351. (Here, pith is a negativerotation about the +Y axis, and yaw is a negative rotation about the +Z axis.) A simulation using these values(Fig. 1, upper right) results in an H6 ghost loop whih is onsiderably narrower than that seen in the X-ray data.This indiates that the o�-axis angle was atually somewhat larger. A better math is yielded by � = 30:0303; �is probably within � 0:005 of that value. The � oordinate is less well onstrained; it an be estimated by makinguse of the relations between the strut shadows and the image in both the diret image and in the ghost loops. Itmay be possible to estimate � this to within 0:01 to 0:02. An e�ort is under way to reassess the HRMA optial axisloation at XRCF by making use of the the full set of single-reetion ghost image data obtained during the groundalibration. Preliminary results indiate a yaw bias of � �0:025 to �0:055. Assessing the pith bias is more diÆult,4
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Figure 1. O�-axis single-reetion ghosts (ground alibration). Left: HSI image; Fe-K (E-IXH-PI-11.006, runid110893). The planned angle was � = 300, � = �45Æ; based on atuator readings and the assumed zero referene, thevalues were � = 30:00195, � = �45:Æ0351. The loop in the lower left is oulted by the HSI mask usp. Right: Raytraemodel using the nominal o�-axis angle determined from the atuator readings and the assumed zero referene. Notethat the H6 ghost loop in the lower left is too narrow to math the observation, indiating that the soure is reallysomewhat further o�-axis. Bottom: Raytrae model better mathing the observation; � = 30:03039, � = �44:Æ75).The ghost loops result from single-reetions o� the P6 or the H6 opti; the gaps in the ghost loops are produed bythe support strut shadows. 5



Figure 2. O�-axis single-reetion ghosts (on-orbit). Top: HRC-S image (obsid 1154); LMC-X1, o�set 400, 00.Bottom: Raytrae model mathing the observation; These ghost loops are a portion of a omplex of single-reetionghosts from the P3, H3, P4, and H4 optis; the P6 and H6 are too faint to be seen here and extend o� the detetor.In addition, there are P1 and H1 ghosts far to the right, well o� the �eld of view of the detetor.but indiations are that the pith bias is <�0:02 in magnitude. An aurate determination of the HRMA optial axisis important beause it a�ets the determination of the mirror deenter/oma-ompensated-tilt misalignment of theoptis. This in turn a�ets the details of the o�-axis imaging performane and also the asymmetri o�-axis e�etivearea.So far, on-orbit data for single-reetion ghosts are sare. The HRC-S detetor samples furthest o�-axis (thoughover a very narrow region) but the high bakground makes it diÆult to see the fainter ghost features. In Fig. 2 weshow an example of ghost images seen on-orbit using the HRC-S detetor. In this ase, both single-reetion P4 andH4 ghosts (forming faint usps to the right of the diret image) and P3 and H3 ghosts (faint loops extending to theleft) an be seen. Single reetion P6 and H6 (and P1 and H1 ghosts) an also be seen in the raytrae data prior toproessing through marx, but these our mainly outside the �eld of view of the detetor.
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5. OFF-AXIS IMAGINGAs noted in x2, o�-axis images were used to measure the internal oma-ompensated deenter misalignments of theHRMA. The measurements at the XRCF were obtained at the nominal best fous loation for the o�-axis position,i.e., the detetor position followed the foal surfae. In the XRCF images, a distintive bright diamond-shapedfeature an be seen in the ore, partiularly for moderate o�-axis angles (<�250) and lower energies. This feature(atually a superposition of four features, one for eah mirror pair) is produed by the oma-ompensated deenterof the optis.On-orbit, the soure LMC-X1 was observed at a number of loations for the purpose of determining plate sale.These images an also be used to examine the �delity of the modeling of the HRMA misalignments. In Fig. 3,the data for obsids 1084 and 1069 are shown. For the simulations we used an LMC-X1 spetrum obtained byASCA. The simulations ontain approximately the same number of ounts as the orresponding Chandra on-orbitimages. Comparing the observations to the simulations, the agreement is good for the overall morphology. The orestruture shows only one orner of the distintive diamond pattern as part of an bright elongated oval feature; thisis a onsequene of the image being somewhat out of fous. The ACIS-S detetor is designed to math the Rowlandirle geometry for the gratings instead of the foal surfae of the optis; at these far o�-axis loations, the detetorsurfae falls well behind the foal surfae. When the image is defoused, the bright diamond features in the oreunwrap, forming the oblong oval feature seen in the ores of the images. SuÆiently far out of fous, the unwrappingleads produes a hole in the enter, and the image beomes a distorted ring. Note that in the obsid 1069 data, takenfurther o�-axis (and further out of fous) shows a fainter region the ore.The surfae brightness in the obsid 1084 data mathes the raytrae reasonably well in the outer regions, but islearly disrepant in the ore: entral � 1000 is onsiderably brighter in the simulation than in the atual observation.Detetor pileup beomes signi�ant for rates larger than � 0:1 ts pixel�1 frametime�1. For obsid 1084, the raytraepredits a peak of nearly � 0:6 ts pixel�1 frametime�1, ompared to a peak of � 0:3 ts pixel�1 frametime�1 in theX-ray data; the image ore is heavily piled up in this ase. The obsid 1069 exposure is further o�-axis; the ore isless piled up the ore intensity agrees better with the raytrae predition.Qualitatively, the raytraes ompare very well with the X-ray data. In detail, some di�erenes an be seen; inthe obsid 1069 data, the low intensity region in the ore is somewhat larger in the X-ray data than in the raytrae.This suggests that the objet was slightly further o�-axis than indiated by the nominal o�set, the fous was slightlyo�, or the mirror misalignment parameters are not quite right.For an ideal perfetly-aligned HRMA, as the o�-axis angle � inreases, the overall o�-axis image size inreasesapproximately quadratially with �, beoming elongated in the azimuthal diretion, but remaining symmetri aboutthe plane ontaining the optial axis and the soure diretion. That is, for �xed o�-axis angle � and varying �, thefoal plane images are rotationally similar (negleting support strut shadows), with image struture rotating diretlywith position angle �. A onsequene of the internal tilt-ompensated deenters is additional image struture whihrotates approximately as �=2. This an be seen in Fig. 3, in whih the obsid 1084 and 1069 images are for souresdi�ering � 180Æ in �, but with obsid 1069 at slightly larger theta. Note that the bright elongated elliptial struturein the ore of the image rotates approximately 90Æ between obsid 1084 and 1069; the perturbation of the outer edgealso rotates only 90Æ ompared to the � 180Æ rotation of the gross image struture. The obsid 1069 image is also� 1:7 times larger than the obsid 1084 image, onsistent with its greater o�-axis �. Further details on the imageasymmetries an be found in Ref. 4. 6. VIGNETTINGWe de�ne an energy-dependent vignetting funtion, V , as the e�etive area normalized to the on-axis e�etive area:V
 = Ae� ;
(E; �; �)Ae� ;
(E; 0; 0) ; (1)where 
 is the solid angle inluded in the e�etive area integral. Earlier estimates of the HRMA o�-axis e�etivearea were typially based on 
 = 2�, i.e., the e�etive area integrated over the full 2� sterad towards the detetorplane. For soure angles suÆiently far o�-axis, the e�etive area sum inludes singly-reeted ghost rays. TheX-ray ba�e design prevents ghost rays from intruding on the entral � 150 radius of the foal plane, and the7



Figure 3. O�-axis PSF. The detetor was 182 �m behind the nominal on-axis ACIS-S fous position. Top Left:ACIS-S image (obsid 1084). LMC-X1, o�set �16:0418, 2:0366; log10(ounts/pixel/frame-time) is plotted. Top Right:ACIS-S image (simulation). LMC-X1, o�set �16:0418, 2:0366; log10(ounts/pixel/frame-time) is plotted. Bottom Left:ACIS-S image (obsid 1069). LMC-X1, o�set 20:0567, �1:0781; log10(ounts/pixel/frame-time) is plotted. BottomRight: ACIS-S image (simulation). LMC-X1, o�set 20:0567, �1:0781; log10(ounts/pixel/frame-time) is plotted.
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thermal postollimator in the aft HRMA struture removes ghost rays suÆiently far o�-axis. Between these limits,single-reetion ghosts an get through. This is disussed further below.The energy-dependent vignetting funtion depends on two fators: purely geometri vignetting, and mirror surfae(reetivity and sattering) properties. Purely geometri vignetting is determined by the geometry of the optis,ba�es, and obstrutions in the system. The reetivity depends on the X-ray energy and the graze angle of theX-ray inident on the opti. For an ideal system, the graze angles for on-axis X-rays will vary slightly axially alongthe opti. For o�-axis soures, the graze angle an vary strongly azimuthally around the opti; the most favorableand least favorable graze angles are in the plane ontaining the optial axis and the o�-axis soure diretion. In thefollowing, the term vignetting refers to the energy-dependent vignetting, i.e., the o�-axis e�etive area normalized tothe value at the optial axis.In the zero-energy limit, reetivity is near unity for a wide range of graze angles and the vignetting is almostentirely a result of the purely geometri vignetting. For larity, onsider a soure moving o�-axis upwards. Photonshitting near the top and near the bottom of the opti (i.e., more or less in plane with the o�-axis angle and theoptial axis) inreasingly miss one or the other opti and either run into ba�es or reah the foal plane as single-reetion ghosts; near the sides the these are smaller e�ets. This is part of the reason that o�-axis images beomemore ompressed radially (and ultimately beome bow-ties; see e.g. Fig. 1). The geometri area (and e�etive area)beome inreasingly dominated by the sides of the mirror perpendiular to the plane ontaining the soure.Furthermore, the graze-angles (and hene, reetivity) vary markedly and systematially around the opti foro�-axis soures. On the side of the opti losest to the soure diretion, the graze angles beome shallower (inreasingthe reetivity), and on the opposite side, the graze angles beome steeper (dereasing the reetivity). A photonhitting the P opti with shallow graze angle will, if it interepts the H opti, tend to reet from the H with asteeper graze angle, reduing the gain in reetivity. In any ase, the loss of geometri area due to geometrivignetting (eventually) overomes any improvement in reetivity in the plane ontaining the soure. Near the sides,on the other hand, the variation in graze angle with soure diretion is muh less extreme (a osine e�et), and theinreasing onentration of geometri area towards the plane perpendiular to the soure diretion dominates theo�-axis e�etive area. Thus, the dominane of the \sides" of the mirrors for larger o�-axis angles results from aombination of retaining favorable graze angles and retaining geometri area.Beause the HRMA mirrors have di�ering nominal graze angles (ranging from � 520 to � 270), the vignettingfuntion is strongly energy dependent. As noted above, the response at large o�-axis angles is dominated by the\sides" of the opti where the graze angle is approximately the nominal graze angle. As the energy inreases abovethe ritial energy for the nominal graze angle for a given shell, the reetivity drops rapidly and that shell beomesless and less important for the o�-axis (and on-axis) e�etive area. This weights the vignetting funtion towards thesmaller mirror pairs whih have narrower geometri vignetting funtions. This e�et is learly seen in Fig. 4 in whihthe vignetting funtion is plotted for a number of energies between � 0:01 and 10 keV. For energies up to � 3 keV,the vignetting funtion is relatively insensitive to energy as an be seen by the lose spaing of the urves in Fig. 4.From � 3 to � 7 keV, the o�-axis e�etive area falls rapidly, while near 8 keV, the energy dependene attens outor even reverses.Beause of the internal misalignment (oma-ompensated deenter) within the HRMA, the o�-axis response isasymmetri. This shows up learly in the o�-axis PSF (see Ref. 4, where this fat was used to diagnose and quantifythe internal misalignment parameters). This also has impliations for the o�-axis vignetting behavior. In Fig. 4 notethat the peak of the vignetting funtion is � 1� 20 o� axis (most notieable at lowest energies).In Fig. 5 we plot vignetting funtions V
(E; �; �) = Ae� ;
(E; �; �)=Ae� ;
(E; 0; 0) as a funtion of � for fourenergies. Consider �rst the upper urve for eah energy; these are evaluated for 
 = 2�. The approximatelysinusoidal variation is a onsequene of the internal tilt-ompensated deenter misalignment of the HRMA. Theamplitude the variation with � dereases for inreasing energy, but the relative variation is fairly onstant, with peakthe peak exeeding the valley by � 7 or 8% for � = 150. In the 9.5 keV ase, the response with � is also modulatedwith a yle of 30Æ; this is a result of the shadows produed by the support struts, loated every 30Æ from � = 0Æ.In Fig. 5 the lower urve for eah energy shows the result of evaluating the e�etive area over a retangleorresponding to the HRC-I detetor. At � = 150, the soure falls at or near the edge of the detetor at � = 45Æ,135Æ, 225Æ, and 315Æ; this produes the nothes at those values of �. Overall, away from these angles, there is a netdepression in the vignetting funtion relative to the 
 = 2� vignetting funtion. This is a result of single reetionghosts extending well beyond the edge of the detetor, whih are inluded in the 
 = 2� sum. In Fig. 5, the 
 = 2�9



Figure 4. Energy-dependent vignetting as a funtion of angle for a number of energies. This is a slie takenapproximately through the axis of greatest asymmetry.

Figure 5. Energy-dependent vignetting for � = 150 as a funtion of � for 4 energies. The top urve for eahenergy shows Ae� ;
=2�(E; �; �)=Ae� ;
=2�(E; 0; 0), while the lower urves show the e�et of lipping by a squareorresponding to the HRC-I lear aperture. 10



Figure 6. E�et of single-reetion ghosts on vignetting alulation. The solid urves represent V
=2� , while thedashed urves show V
 for a region orresponding to the extent of the HRC-I detetor. The is a slie for � = 0Æ and� = 180Æ.ase overestimates the vignetting by up to � 5% for � = 150. Finally, in Fig. 6, we show the vignetting funtionfor a slie with � = 0Æ and � = 180Æ, aligned with one of the long axes of the HRC-I detetor. In these diretions,the diret soure image falls o� the detetor at � 210 o�-axis; the e�etive area sum falls rapidly for � > 200 as thediret image and single-reetion ghosts are inreasingly vignetted by the detetor edge. It an also be seen thatV2� overestimates the detetor-spei� HRMA vignetting funtion by as muh as 10%. It is evident that HRMAvignetting funtions tailored to eah detetor geometry will be needed.In order to assess the o�-axis e�etive area on orbit, the supernova remnants G21.5-0.9 and Cassiopeia A (CasA) were observed on eah ACIS hip; both soures peak in intensity around 2 keV. In the following we present apreliminary omparisons of the G21.5-0.9 data to the raytrae model. The e�etive areas were based on (bakgroundsubtrated) ount rates and photon spetra for the for the portion of the entral ore of the remnant imaged withina single node of the hip. The o�-axis e�etive areas for the HRMA model were obtained by using o�-axis e�etiveareas alulated on a oarse angular and energy grid to resale the on-axis e�etive area, omputed on a muh �nerenergy grid. Note that these HRMA e�etive areas are all 2� e�etive areas, not taking into aount the vignettingof ghosts by the detetor edges. The model o�-axis e�etive area was multiplied by the ACIS quantum eÆieny(QE) averaged over the hip to obtain the ombined model HRMA plus ACIS e�etive area. (For S1 and S3, aorretion fator was also applied for variation of QE over the hip.) In Fig. 7 we plot the results for 4 o�-axis angles(approximately along � = 180 deg for S0, S1, and S2, � = 0Æ for S5). Qualitatively, the agreement is reasonably good;below � 1 keV and above � 7 keV, the soure strength and e�etive areas are very low and the data are unreliable.Further analysis (e.g., the e�ets of ghost vignetting by the detetor) is needed before meaningful onstraints on theHRMA model an be extrated. 7. CONCLUSIONSThe alibration raytrae model agrees well qualitatively for the o�-axis imaging performane and the o�-axis ghostpreditions. In detail, di�erenes appear. The on-orbit data will be ombined with reanalysis of the ground alibrationdata to re�ne the mirror alignment model. The on-orbit data have better determinations of soure angle but poorerseparation of individual mirror e�ets. The ground data provide information on individual mirror pairs, but urrently11



Figure 7. O�-axis E�etive Area obtained from on-orbit observation of G21.5-0.9. Top Left: ACIS-S2, node 1;� = 6:091. Top Right: ACIS-S1, node 2; � = 13:092. Bottom Left : ACIS-S0, node 2; � = 22:055. Bottom Right:ACIS-S5, node 2; � = 20:028.su�er from an unertainty in the loation of the optial axis; the optial axis determination will be re�ned makinguse of measurements based on single-reetion ghost positions.The model vignetting response is asymmetri, depending on energy and both o�-axis angles. Furthermore, thesingle-reetion ghosts extend over large regions of the foal plane; vignetting funtions tailored to the geometridimensions of eah detetor will be more appropriate than funtions summing the e�etive area over the full 2�steradians. Preliminary analyses of the on-orbit data for o�-axis e�etive area ompared to the 
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